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PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY IN POL YGONUM PERSICARIA.
I. DIVERSITY AND UNIFORMITY IN GENOTYPIC
NORMS OF REACTION TO LIGHT
S. E. SULTAN' AND F. A. BAzzAz

Department of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University, 16 Divinity Avenue,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Abstract. -Several aspects of genotype-environment interaction may act to modulate natural selection in populations that encounter variable environments. In this study the norms of reaction
(phenotypic responses) of 20 cloned genotypes from two natural populations of the annual plant
Polygonum persicaria were determined over a broad range of controlled light environments (8O/-o
100% full sun). These data reveal both the extent of functionally adaptive phenotypic plasticity
expressed by individual genotypes, and the patterns of diversity among genotypes for characters
relevant to fitness, in response to an environmental factor that is both highly variable within
populations and critical to growth and reproduction.
Each Polygonum genotype expressed a set of physiologically, allocationally, and morphologically
diverse phenotypes in response to contrasting light conditions. These phenotypic adjustments were
consistent with ecophysiological expectations for maximizing light interception under low light
intensities, and resulted in the maintenance of relative photosynthetic efficiency as well as successful
reproduction even under severe light limitation. Within light levels, the different genotypes exhibited uniform responses in several characters related to light capture. Genotypes differed significantly
in other traits, but the differences were offset by negatively correlated differences in functionally
related characters. As a result of the functional similarity of genotypes conferred by both phenotypic
plasticity and interaction among characters, morphologically diverse genotypes within each population shared equivalent reproductive fitnesses across the full range of light environments. Enormous fitness differentials did result from light treatment itself, however. Such environmentally

evoked fitness differences would act to promote the maintenance of genetic diversity within Polygonum populations.

Key words. -Annuals, character correlations, fitness, light response, norms of reaction, phenotypic
plasticity, photosynthesis, Polygonum persicaria.
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Phenotypic plasticity has long been considered
a major means of individual adaptation to en-

reduces precise matching of genotypes to environments.

vironmental heterogeneity (Johannsen 1911;

Furthermore, even when genotypes differ in

Schmalhausen 1949; Lewontin 1957; Levins

their phenotypic responses to environment, these

1963, 1968; Jain 1979; Grime et al. 1986;

differences may be shielded from selection. The

Schlichting 1986; Bradshaw and Hardwick 1989).

set of phenotypes produced by a genotype in re-

Its evolutionary significance arises from the ways

sponse to diverse environments is termed its

in which plasticity may modulate the effects of

"norm of reaction" (Schmalhausen 1949). The

natural selection (Wright 1931; Sultan 1987).

availability of genetic variation to selection will

First, plasticity may obviate genetic differentia-

depend on both the patterns of diversity among

tion under local environmental pressures by con-

genotypic norms of reaction and the distribution

ferring adaptive (functionally appropriate) phe-

of environmental variation. In his classic paper

notypic diversity on individual genotypes. In

on "nature and nurture," Haldane (1946) as-

addition, by permitting diverse genotypes to con-

sessed patterns of genotype-environment inter-

verge on adaptive phenotypic responses, plastic-

action and their generality in natural systems.

ity may allow the maintenance of genetic diver-

He pointed out that the "eugenicist's" model, in

sity in the face of uniform selection pressures.

which genotypes are consistently superior and

Adaptive phenotypic plasticity is thus a specific

inferior in all environments, was a very small

type of genotype-by-environment interaction that

subset of possible distribution patterns. This pattern of diversity, in which norms of reaction for

' Present address: Department of Biology, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT 06459-0170 USA.

fitness-related traits are roughly parallel across a

range of environments, would obviously reveal
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clear-cut phenotypic differences among geno-

are indeed functionally advantageous in those

types on which selection might act. However, if

environments (Falconer 1990). For instance, the

norms of reaction cross between environmental

predicted adaptive response of plants to low light

states that vary in nature, or if they differ only

is to increase relative biomass allocation to leaf

within certain environmental states and con-

tissue (Evans 1972) and to produce "shade

verge in others, selection for particular genotypes

leaves," which differ in area, structure, and pho-

will be either partly or completely blocked (Via

tosynthetic capacity from "sun leaves" (Cle-

and Lande 1985; Via 1987). Moreover, patterns

ments 1905; Hanson 1917; Bjorkman 1980), in

of interaction among phenotypic characters also

order to maximize light capture. If individual

affect the availability of genetic variation to se-

genotypes do indeed possess adaptive phenotyp-

lection. Response norms for functionally related

ic plasticity in response to light, their growth at

characters may be negatively correlated within

low light should show these alterations compared

individuals, so that genotypes may differ with

with their growth at high light. In this paper,

respect to particular traits but share similar over-

Polygonum norms of reaction are analyzed in

all fitnesses (Antonovics 1976).

ecophysiological terms in order to document the

This paper examines the norms of reaction of

range of adaptive phenotypic response to light

Polygonum persicaria genotypes to a broad range

within individual genotypes. Patterns of diver-

of light levels, in order to consider how pheno-

sity among genotypes are then examined in terms

typic plasticity and genetic diversity for response

of specific growth characters to consider how the

to light affect fitness differentials and therefore

complex interaction of genotypes with light en-

selection in plant populations. Light is perhaps

vironment affects relative fitness and therefore

the primary resource in the plant environment,

natural selection in this system.

and is furthermore an element of the environ-

Few studies of either plants (Bradshaw and

ment that varies both temporally and spatially

Hardwick 1989) or animals (Gupta and Lewon-

within as well as between plant individuals (Baz-

tin 1982; Falconer 1990) document the pheno-

zaz 1979; Gross 1986; Bazzaz and Morse 1991).

typic responses of naturally occurring genotypes

In the case of environmental variation that is

to environmental variation. (Most experimental

both critical to fitness and fine-grained in distri-

studies use artificially selected varieties or lab-

bution, phenotypic plasticity rather than geno-

oratory strains; compare families, populations or

typic specialization is to be expected (Bradshaw

species rather than genotypes; or compare as ge-

1965; Levins 1968). The functional conse-

notypes field-collected perennial tissues in which

quences of variation in plant morphology, phys-

environmental conditioning and genotype are

iology, and allocation in different light environ-

confounded.) The species used in this study, Po-

ments have been extensively studied by plant

lygonum persicaria, offers two essential experi-

ecophysiologists and are well understood (re-

mental attributes. First, clonal material of nat-

viewed in Bjorkman 1980; Fitter and Hay 1981;

ural genotypes can be generated from plants grown

Mooney and Chiariello 1984). However, little is

under uniform environmental conditions. Sec-

known about genotypic variation for response to

ond, P. persicaria is an annual plant that does

light (Zangerl and Bazzaz 1983). Although at-

not reproduce vegetatively in nature; conse-

tempts have been made to identify light and shade

quently, total fruit biomass provides a straight-

ecotypes (e.g., Gauhl 1976), the existence of such

forward estimate of fitness. Because norm-of-re-

genetically specialized ecotypes remains in doubt

action research requires that experimental

(Gross 1984).

environments be controlled (Trexler et al. 1990)

Biologists have come to recognize that in order

and be equal in breadth to those encountered by

to understand the relation of phenotype to fit-

natural populations (Gillespie and Turelli 1989),

ness, and therefore the nature of selection, it is

plants were grown in an extremely broad range

essential to study ecologically relevant aspects of

of carefully controlled light environments. We

the phenotype-that is, to better integrate pop-

studied genotypes from two Polygonum popu-

ulation genetics and ecology (Arnold 1983; End-

lations that encounter different levels of light

ler 1986; Travis and Mueller 1989; Jain 1990;

variability in order to compare the breadth of

Wade and Kalisz 1990). This is particularly true

phenotypic plasticity and environmental toler-

for studies of phenotypic plasticity, the evolu-

ance of populations from more and less variable

tionary implications of which depend on whether

habitats and to examine genetic diversity in two

phenotypes expressed in certain environments

populations rather than one.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

spring water level. [See Sultan (1990) for complete profiles of these sites.]

Study System. -Polygonum persicaria L. (Po-

Experimental Plant Material. - Achenes (one-

lygonaceae) is a weedy annual species originally

seeded nutlike fruits) were collected on a single

from Europe and now distributed virtually

day from each of 15 randomly chosen individ-

worldwide in a variety of habitats (Simmonds

uals 1 m or more apart in each site. These fruits

1945; Mitchell and Dean 1978). Like many such

were germinated, grown to maturity, allowed to

species (Baker 1974), it has a mixed breeding

self-fertilize, and the progeny grown to the cut-

system (and no evident inbreeding depression;

ting stage, all under uniform glasshouse condi-

Sultan 1990) as well as considerable propagule

tions, to minimize the effects of the original ma-

longevity. Fruit dispersal is by both gravity and

ternal environments. Single-node vegetative

animals. These attributes, along with typical

cuttings were taken from ten randomly selected

population sizes of fewer than 100 individuals

individuals from each population, using only the

(Sultan 1990), suggest that populations of this

third, fourth, and fifth nodes of secondary

species experience inbreeding (caused by self-fer-

branches to promote uniformity (Sultan unpubl.

tilization) and genetic drift, counteracted by low

data). After nine days, 18 rooted cuttings of ap-

levels of both outcrossing and long-range dis-

proximately uniform size were selected from each

persal.

genotype, and each was randomly assigned a rep-

The 20 genotypes used in this study were col-

lected from two populations (150 km apart) in

licate number, block, light level, and plot posi-

tion.

contrasting habitats. These populations have

Experimental Treatments. -Three hundred

probably occupied these sites for 100-250 gen-

and sixty rooted cuttings (2 populations x 10

erations and are known to be differentiated ge-

genotypes x 3 treatments x 6 replicates) were

netically (on the basis of significant population

planted singly into 5-inch clay pots, each con-

and/or population-by-environment sources of

taining 1 liter of fertilized soil medium (details

variance in photosynthetic rate, size and number

in Sultan 1990). Pots were placed in plastic sau-

of leaves and propagules, and other characters

cers to prevent leaching and set in preassigned

of greenhouse-grown progeny; S. Sultan unpubl.

positions in a randomized complete block de-

data). The Circle population (Carlisle, Mass.) oc-

sign. Each of six glasshouse benches was divided

cupies an open hilltop, formerly used as an agricultural field and now supporting a diverse her-

randomly assigned to one of three light levels:

into three 140 x 160 cm plots, and each plot

baceous flora. The light environment at this site

100%, 37%, and 8% of available sunlight. Wood-

is extremely heterogeneous: available photosyn-

en frames covered with 37% or 8% neutral-den-

thetically active radiation (PAR, sampled in-

sity shade cloth were affixed to pulleys and sus-

stantaneously at soil, mid-canopy, and canopy

pended over the appropriate plots to form

levels in 15 random microsites) varied from 100%

extendible shade tents. These experimental treat-

to less than 10% of full sun within 15-min mid-

ments encompassed the full range of natural light

day time intervals at each canopy level throughout two growth seasons (1986 and 1987, fig. 1A).

necessary for plant survival. Mean midday PAR

levels, from full summer sun to the minimum

The Pond population (East Brewster, Mass.) oc-

? standard deviations and ranges were as follows

cupies the sparsely vegetated, south-facing sand

(based on 20 measurements per plot made with

beach of a freshwater pond on eastern Cape Cod.

a LICOR 6200 PAR sensor between 10:00 A.M.

Light availability is high as well as spatially and

and 2:00 P.M. July 23-29, for a total of 120 mea-

temporally uniform: on five of six sampling dates,

surements per treatment): 100% treatment = 1019

mean available PAR was over 90% of full am-

bient light at soil, mid-plant, and canopy levels

(fig. 1 B). Indeed, P. persicaria individuals growing in this site orient their leaves vertically rather
than horizontally, presumably to lessen the high
energy load. Mean PAR at the Pond site fell to

? 390 guE/M2 s (250-1750); 37% treatment =

311 ? 142 AE/M2 s (100-600); 8% treatment =
64 ? 35 AtE/m2 s (20-150). Note that light saturation occurs in this species at about 750 AEI
m2 s (S. Sultan unpubl. data). The experiment
was designed to minimize the confounding effects of differential light quality, resource use,

about 75% on one sampling date, when plants

competition, and saturation deficit often asso-

were confined to a narrow strip of beach along

ciated with light treatments. Red/ far-red ratios

the forest edge because of an exceptionally high

(measured with a Skye SKR-1000 light sensor)
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did not differ among the three treatments. Pots

A. CIRCLE SITE

were subirrigated to insure consistent field ca-

100

*

;

pacity soil moisture in all treatments; nutrients

were amply available throughout the experi-

0.

a

80

:

.

*.

*

*

ment. The separate soil systems and large amount

of aboveground space minimized interference
among individuals. Relative humidity varied

from 40% to 70%, and did not differ among treat-

-,q60 -

-140 . * *& *
20 -

ments (as measured with a Licor 1600 steady-

state porometer). Plants were grown for 9 wk

00

20*

;

(June 26-August 27 1987) at 27?/22?C day/night
temperature with a 14-h daylength.

0 S-S C-S M C-S M C-S-S C- C
5186

Characters Measured. -Three to five successive measurements of photosynthetic rate were

made in situ on one newly expanded leaf per

B.

6/86

7/86

CLIFF

100

-

;

8/86

5/87

7/87

8/87

POND

*

plant using a LICOR 6200 portable photosynthesis system with 1/4-liter chamber (July 23-

4 80

29, 1 block per day). Plant means were calculated

from those measurements made at 400/o-60% ini-

60

tial relative humidity with a change of 1 % or less

and with PAR of 21-150 AE/M2 s for plants grown
at 8% light, 200-550 AE/m2 s for 37% plants, and
600 pE/m2 s for 100% plants. (Light variation

.1 40

0 20

among these data was randomly dispersed among

genotypes.) Genotype means in each treatment
were based on the means of four to six replicate
plants.

At harvest, aboveground plant material of all
experimental plants was separated into live
leaves, senescent leaves, stems, and infructes-

cences. The numbers of live and senescent leaves

were recorded (live + senescent = total leaf number), and the total area of live leaves (= total leaf

area) determined on a Licor 3100 area meter.

s--SS

5/86

C-S

6/86

M

C-S

7/86

M

8/86

C

S

C

7/87

S

C

8/87

FIG. 1. Percentage of full light (PAR) at soil level (S),
mid-plant (M), and Polygonum canopy (C), 1986-1987.
A, Light measurements, Circle site (each point is 1
measurement; overlapping points appear single); means
of all 15 measurements for each sampling date = 37%80%, soil level; 450/o-68%, mid-plant level; 690/o-93%,
canopy level. B, Light measurements, Pond site (see
above); means at all levels for each sampling date - 94%
of full light, except means for July 1987 = 73%/-77%.

Root systems were washed. Infructescences were
air-dried and sieved to separate fruits from re-

productive support tissues (peduncles and bracts).

sidered as components of fitness: total fruit bio-

Fruits were air-dried and other tissues oven-dried

mass (the air-dried weight of all mature and de-

to a constant weight before weighing. Total bio-

veloping achenes); mean fruit weight [the mean

mass (dry weight) was calculated for each plant

individual weight of fully mature fruits, based

as the summed dry weights of all plant parts.

on all (8% plants) or 100 randomly sampled ma-

Proportional biomass components were calcu-

ture fruits from each plant]; and total fruit num-

lated for root, stem, total leaf, fruit, and repro-

ber [(total fruit biomass)/(mean fruit weight)].

ductive support biomass. The following ratios

Data Analysis. -The analytical approach in this

were calculated: root-to-leaf ratio = [(root bio-

study is based on the principle that an individual

mass)/(total leaf biomass)]; leaf-area ratio (LAR)

genotype's response to environment is most pre-

= [(total leaf area)/(total plant biomass)]; specific

cisely conveyed by means of a norm-of-reaction

leaf area (SLA) = [(total leaf area)/(live-leaf bio-

diagram showing the phenotypic state at each

mass)]; and mean leaf size = [(total leaf area)/

point along an environmental gradient (Sultan

(number of live leaves)]. The characters de-

1987). Since the clonal material was taken from

scribed above are viewed as growth characters,

plants grown under identical conditions, genetic

aspects of plant development and function that

and environmental sources of variation were not

contribute to fitness (survival and reproduction).

confounded. This allowed the use of analysis of

The following reproductive characters were con-

variance (ANOVA) to assess the distribution of
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phenotypic variation among environmental

mogeneous (according to Bartlett's tests), sample

treatments and genotypes with respect to vari-

sizes virtually equal, and group means did not

ation among replicates and blocks (Lewontin

fall into several widely spaced sets (Day and

1974; Mitchell-Olds and Rutledge 1986). This

Quinn 1989). In the few cases in which cells were

approach was chosen over other analytical meth-

missing, genotype means were adjusted for the

ods available to study genotype-by-environment

(unbalanced) block effect. Post hoc linear con-

interaction (e.g., Finlay and Wilkinson 1963;

trasts were performed within particular treat-

Garbutt and Zangerl 1983; Schlichting and Levin

ments when one or several genotypes appeared

1984) because it is particularly straightforward

to be responding distinctively. To maintain the

to interpret and makes fewer assumptions about

specified error rate for these unplanned compar-

the structure of the data (see statistical critiques

isons, the contrast F statistics were tested against

in Witcombe and Whittington 1971; Freeman

a critical value determined by Scheffe's S (Steele

1973; Byth et al. 1976; Westcott 1986; Crespi

and Torrie 1980; F tables in Rohlf and Sokal

1990; Gomulkiewicz and Kirkpatrick 1992).

1981).

The populations were separately tabulated and

Since the proportional components of biomass

analyzed in order to examine and compare the

are interdependent, data for these five characters

responses of genotypes within each population.

were analyzed by two-way MANOVA (MGLH

Genotype treatment means and their standard

module, SYSTAT 3.0). The main effects of light

errors were computed by the Statistics module

level, genotype, and block, and the genotype-by-

of SYSTAT (3.0; Wilkinson and Bjerknes 1987).

light interaction, were then tested separately for

Characters were transformed as necessary to meet

overall effect on biomass proportions (multivar-

the assumptions of ANOVA (details in Sultan

iate F-statistic based on Wilks's lambda likeli-

1990). Mixed two-way plus block ANOVA was

hood-ratio criterion) and, when multivariate tests

performed on each character using the Multi-

were significant, for effects on each component

variate General Linear Hypothesis (MGLH)

of biomass (univariate F-tests). Separate ANO-

module of SYSTAT. (Because genotypes were

VAs (see above) were also performed on each of

randomly dispersed across the entire area of each

these characters in order to validate the use of

light plot rather than placed in spatial subplots,

nontransformed data by examining residuals.

the design was analyzed as a randomized com-

Relationships between organ size and number

plete block rather than a split plot; Little and

within genotypes were examined by estimating

Hills 1978; Snedecor and Cochran 1989). The

Pearson correlation coefficients for genotype

genotype effect was treated as random and the

means. Although the magnitude of these effects

light level as fixed; the light effect was tested over

is of interest, their significance was not tested;

the interaction term and the genotype, interac-

with only ten data points, such tests would be

tion, and block terms, over the error (Scheffe

extremely weak and the underlying distribution

1959; Ayres and Thomas 1990; Fry 1992).

assumptions unverifiable.

Because our purpose was to look very closely

Because plants from the two populations had

at a group of individual genotypes, we tested the

different degrees of meristem limitation (see Ge-

genotypic responses in detail rather than use ge-

ber 1990) and therefore responded differently to

netic correlations (Via 1987) to summarize the

the cloning process, their growth responses were

data. To assess variation among genotypes with-

not directly compared.

in light levels, separate one-way Model II ANOVAs were performed within each treatment us-

RESULTS

ing the model: variable = constant + genotype

Circle Population. -Light level had a highly

+ block. When genotype terms were significant

significant effect (P < 0.001) on all of the phe-

(P < 0.05), Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) tests

notypic characters considered, including all five

were performed on transformed genotype means,

proportional biomass components (tables 1, 2).

after removing block effects from the mean-square

In many cases, as described below, the general

error term (Statistics module, SYSTAT 3.0). SNK

patterns of phenotypic response to light were

is a stepwise multiple-range test that permits de-

common to all ten genotypes (fig. 2A-K). The

cisions as to which means differ among a set of

following characters decreased monotonically

means (Steele and Torrie 1960); the probability

with decreasing light: photosynthetic rate; total

of Type I error was controlled at the 5% level

plant biomass; total fruit biomass; mean fruit

because group (genotype) variances were ho-

weight; and leaf number. Root-to-leaf ratio de-
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TABLE 1. Two-way plus block mixed ANOVA for growth and reproductive characters. Details in the Methods
section. Tests for block effect in Sultan 1990.
Genotype Light level Genotype-by-light

(df

=

MS

F

9)

(df

MS

=
F

2)

(df=

MS

18)

F

Error

df

MS

Circle Population (N = 172)

Photosynthetic rate 5.8 0.70 NS 5073.2 721.2*** 7.0 0.86 NS 101 8.2
Total plant biomass 0.15 2.90** 128.92 1483.8*** 0.09 1.68* 136 0.05
Total leaf area 27.6 2.22* 8373.8 244.8*** 34.2 2.76*** 136 12.4
Total leaf number 0.19 2.89** 93.29 262.7*** 0.36 5.55*** 137 0.06
Mean leaf size 33.75 24.05*** 167.35 20.2*** 8.29 5.91*** 136 1.40

Specific leaf area 9568 3.11** 1,974,014 252.3*** 7822 2.54** 136 3080
Leaf-area ratio 3.60 2.24* 1397.14 165.8*** 8.43 5.24*** 136 1.61
Root-to-leaf ratio 0.025 1.64 NS 2.670 76.1*** 0.035 2.29** 136 0.015
Total fruit biomass 0.08 1.40 NS 69.96 1457.8*** 0.05 0.87 NS 136 0.06
Total fruit number 0.42 1.51 NS 380.88 1685.8*** 0.23 0.80 NS 136 0.28
Mean fruit weight 0.041 4.12*** 5.397 386.0*** 0.014 1.40 NS 136 0.010

Pond Population (N = 178)
Photosynthetic rate 14.2 1.95 NS 4366.3 518.6*** 8.4 1.16 NS 113 7.3
Total plant biomass 0.07 1.40 NS 152.72 1803.1*** 0.09 1.61 NS 143 0.05
Total leaf area 28.1 1.73 NS 15,654.4 409.7*** 38.2 2.35** 142 16.2
Total leaf number 0.26 2.72** 95.02 437.9*** 0.22 2.25** 143 0.10

Mean leaf size 4.23 6.92*** 76.63 48.6*** 1.58 2.58** 142 0.61

Specific leaf area 4237 1.54 NS 1,937,678 722.4*** 2682 0.97 NS 142 2758
Leaf-area ratio 1.36 1.14 NS 1546.97 1585.8*** 0.98 0.82 NS 142 1.19
Root-to-leaf ratio 0.002 0.41 NS 1.582 266.4*** 0.006 1.38 NS 143 0.004
Total fruit biomass 0.04 0.78 NS 66.89 957.4*** 0.07 1.28 NS 141 0.06
Total fruit number 0.77 2.14* 481.44 831.4*** 0.58 1.60 NS 134 0.36
Mean fruit weight 0.032 3.85*** 1.726 275.5*** 0.006 0.76 NS 134 0.008
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; NS, P 0.05.

TABLE 2. MANOVA for proportional components of biomass. Multivariate F-statistics based on Wilks's
lambda shown with significance levels; details in the Methods section.
Genotype Light level Genotype-by-light
df=
9
df=
2
df=
18

Circle Population (N = 172)
Multivariate

F

1.868**

94.152**

2.351

Univariate F

Root proportion 2.263*
Stem proportion 3.132**
Leaf proportion 0.932 NS
Reproductive support 1.628
Fruit proportion 2.870**

31.397*** 1.577 NS
138.736*** 3.187***
685.868*** 4.483***
NS 46.803*** 2.349**
216.012*** 5.472***

Pond Population (N= 178)

Multivariate

F

2.108**

113.870**

1.517**

Univariate F

Root proportion 1.016 NS 0.501 NS 1.910*
Stem proportion 2.602** 161.405*** 2.083**
Leaf proportion 1.356 NS 1337.069*** 1.181 NS
Reproductive support 2.284* 131.850*** 1.505 NS
Fruit proportion 3.452** 616.856*** 0.991 NS
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; * P < 0.001; NS, P - 0.05.
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FIG. 2. Norms of reaction for ten Circle genotypes at three light levels (means of 6 replicates). A, Photosynthetic
rate; B, total plant biomass; C, total plant leaf area; D, total leaf number; E, mean leaf size; F, specific leaf area;
G, leaf area ratio; H, root-to-leaf ratio; I, total fruit biomass; J, total fruit number; K, mean fruit weight. (Each
fruit is one seed unit.) With the exception of total leaf number, characters analyzed as log-transformed are shown
on a log scale.
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creased from high to moderate and low light. The

All genotypes produced larger leaves at mod-

steepness of this reduction varied depending on

erate than at high light, but at very low light, five

the trait: for example, fruit number was reduced

genotypes produced large leaves, whereas the
others produced very small, misshapen leaves

by over 99% in very low light, but mean fruit
weight by only 35%. Total leaf area varied be-

(fig. 2E). The highly significant genotype effect

tween treatments in the order 37% > 100% >?

for mean leaf size reflects not only this response

8%. Specific leaf area (SLA) and leaf area ratio

bifurcation at 8% light, but also the fact that one

(LAR) increased sharply and monotonically with

genotype (Circle 4) produced significantly larger

decreasing light. Biomass allocation to leaf tissue

leaves at all three treatments (table 3). This was

nearly doubled from 100% to 37% light, and tri-

the sole case in which any genotype revealed a

pled from 100% to 8% light, as allocation to both

distinctive norm of reaction, parallel to others

stem and fruit biomass decreased (fig. 4). Root

across the entire light gradient (fig. 2E). The re-

and reproductive support proportions also de-

maining nine genotypes were indistinguishable

creased slightly at very low light (fig. 4).

within both the 37% and the 100% light treat-

Genotypes can be said to have shown uniform

ments (table 3). Norms of reaction for mean fruit

responses over the light range when there is nei-

weight were also roughly parallel across part of

ther a significant genotype main effect nor a sig-

the light gradient: although all genotypes pro-

nificant genotype-by-light level interaction. Cir-

duced fruits of similar weight at very low light,

cle genotypes exhibited such norms of reaction

certain genotypes produced consistently heavier

for only one growth character, photosynthetic

or less heavy achenes at moderate and high light

rate, and for both fruit number and total fruit

(fig. 2K; table 3).

biomass (table 1). For all other characters, re-

Pond Population. -The effect of light level was

sponse norms of Circle genotypes differed: AN-

highly significant (P < 0.001) for all phenotypic

OVAs for most growth characters showed sig-

characters measured, with the single exception

nificant genotype effects as well as significant

of biomass allocation to root tissue (tables 1, 2).

genotype-by-light interactions. However, with a

Patterns of phenotypic response common to the

single exception (next paragraph), these signifi-

Pond genotypes were identical with those ex-

cant genotype effects did not reflect consistent

pressed by the Circle genotypes: all Pond geno-

between-genotype differences at all three light

types responded to reduced light availability by

environments. The genotype effects for total bio-

monotonic reductions in photosynthetic rate, to-

mass, leaf characters (leaf number, total area,

tal plant biomass, total fruit biomass, fruit num-

LAR, and SLA), and root, stem, and fruit bio-

ber, mean fruit weight, leaf number, root-to-leaf

mass proportions resulted largely from pro-

biomass ratio, and biomass allocation to stem,

nounced differences within the 8% treatment,

fruit, and reproductive support tissue, and by

between five genotypes that maintained higher

sharp increases in biomass allocation to leaves,

growth levels (Circle 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) and five that

SLA, and LAR (cf. figs. 3A-K, 5). Although all

produced extremely small plants with few, oddly

plants produced much smaller fruits at 8% than

shaped leaves (Circle 2, 7, 8, 9, 12; see fig.

at 100% light, the reduction from 100% to 37%

2B-E). Furthermore, the significant main effect

was slight (fig. 3K).

of genotype on these characters must be inter-

Unlike the Circle plants, Pond genotypes re-

preted in terms of the highly significant genotype-

sponded equivalently within all three light levels

by-light interactions. These interactions arose

with respect to most growth characters (figs. 3,

from the fact that the five genotypes that pro-

5): neither the genotype main effect nor the ge-

duced plants with lower total biomass, leaf num-

notype-by-light interaction was significant for

ber and area, leaf-biomass proportion, SLA, and

photosynthetic rate, total plant biomass, root-to-

LAR at very low (8%) light produced plants with

leaf ratio, LAR, SLA, or leaf-biomass proportion
(tables 1, 2). However, genotypes differed sig-

slightly higher leaf proportion, LAR and SLA at
moderate (37%) light, and higher leaf-biomass

nificantly with respect to leaf size and number.

proportion, leaf number, and total biomass as

All genotypes varied the mean size of individual

well as lower SLA, at high (100%) light, com-

leaves in the order 37% > 8% - 100%, but cer-

pared with the remaining genotypes (all contrasts

tain genotypes produced relatively small or large

significant at P < 0.01 according to Scheff6's test

leaves within all treatments, and the degree of

except biomass at 100% light differs at P < 0.05;

variation differed among genotypes (fig. 3E). In

cf. table 3).

contrast, differences among Pond genotypes in
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TABLE 3. Circle population: genotypic differences within light treatments. Genotypes shown ranked by character

value within each light treatment; those joined by a vertical line do not differ at a probability of <0.05. Below
these, F values and probability levels are given from ANOVA for genotype effect within each treatment; boldface
vertical line indicates genotype term is not significant (P - 0.05). Genotypes identified by boldface numerals

differ significantly in linear contrasts with remaining genotypes (P < 0.05). Details in the Methods section.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS TOTAL BIOMASS TOTAL LEAF AREA TOTAL LEAF NUMBER
8L% 37% 1LQ0% 8% 37% 100% 8% 37% 100% 8% 37% 100%
12
8
3
3
1
8
4
1
9
3
1
9
7
1
1
4
4
12
3
9
2
5
12
2
9
5
6
1
6
2
1
4
8
4
9
12
2
1

2
3

7
2

6
5

3
5

1
3

6
5

12
4
6
12

1
6

4
3

12
5
9
9
9
9
5
7
12
7
8
8
12
4
8
8
1
9

5
6
8

4
6
9

9
12
7
7
12
2
5
2
4
2
8
6
7
3
3
7
12
7
2
5
2
7
6
8

5
2

7
5

8
6
7
3
4

8
1
6
3
4

F 0.80 1.95 0.63 6.80 2.49 1.27 12.6 1.39 0.83 7.45 2.40 1.98
p .616 .082 .766 .000 .021 .277 .000 .223 .591 .000 .026 .064

MEAN LEAF SIZE SPECIFIC LEAF AREA LEAF AREA RATIO ROOT: LEAF RATIO
_% a3 7% U.Qf% 8% 37% 100% 8% 37% 100% 8% 37% 100%
4
3
6
1

5

4
6
3
9

5

14
4
8
5
4
8
9
8
3
5
2
4
5
2
5
12
8
6
9
1
6
9
4
2
9
3
5
9
1
12
2
7

1

1

12

6

3

7

12

4
6
1
3

9

5

4
3
6
5

8

9
1
12
7
7
3
9
5
7
4
7
7
8
7
2
2
4
2
12
6
8
3
2
112
7
8
6
9
6
12
7
4
6
1
8
1
12
12
5
8
3
7
2
1
1
5
12
2
2
2
7
12
1
8
8
3
3
6
9
9
F 19.1 8.13
P .000 .000

6.31
.000

3.05
.008

1.92
.074

2.39
.026

7.27
.000

2.78
.011

1.43
.202

2.77
.014

1.93
.072

2.15
.044

FRUi BIOMASS FRUIT NUMBER MEAN FRUIT WEIGHT
3
2
6
1
8
4
9

5

1
1
3
1
1
9
4
4
4
3
6
5
3
1
6
6
3
2
1
3
8
7
3
1
5
8
2
4
2
2
1
2
6
6
8
6
9
4
7
7
9
9
7
12
12
8
9
3
12
12
5
9
5
3
5
12

7

4

7

7
2
5
12
12
8
7
9

6

6

12

2
4
12
8
7
5

2
8

8

9
5

F 1.59 1.45 1.88 0.93 1.17 1.87 0.68 3.72 3.57
P .156 .196 .079 .510 .337 .082 .719 .001 .002

the total number of leaves produced varied from

resulted in a highly significant genotype-by-light

treatment to treatment: several genotypes pro-

interaction in the absence of a significant geno-

duced relatively high or low leaf numbers at one

type effect (table 1).

or two treatments, but none was consistently high

Like the Circle plants, Pond genotypes shared

or low at all three light levels (fig. 3D). As a result,

uniform norms of reaction with respect to total

norms of reaction for total leaf area (the joint

fruit biomass: all genotypes produced equivalent

outcome of leaf number and size) crossed be-

fruit biomass within each of the three light treat-

tween the low, moderate, and high light treat-

ments (table 4). The overall genotype effect for

ments (fig. 3C). For example, the two genotypes

total fruit number was, however, marginally sig-

with the highest leaf areas at 100% light (P5 and

nificant because of the very high number of fruit

P7) had among the lowest leaf areas at both mod-

produced by genotype P19 at 8% light (table 4).

erate and low light levels. This crossing pattern

Because this plant also produced relatively small
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FIG. 3. Norms of reaction for ten Pond genotypes at three light levels (means of 6 replicates). A, Photosynthetic
rate; B, total plant biomass; C, total plant leaf area; D, total leaf number; E, mean leaf size; F, specific leaf area;
G, leaf area ratio; H, root-to-leaf ratio; I, total fruit biomass; J, total fruit number; K, mean fruit weight. Details
as for figure 2.
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fruits at the 8% treatment (contrast of P19 with

of developmental modifications at low light lev-

all other genotypes significant at P < 0.01 ac-

els which maximized light interception. These

cording to Scheffe's test), the total biomass of

responses are discussed in detail below in order

fruit it produced at this treatment did not differ

to establish that individual Polygonum geno-

significantly from that of other genotypes (table

types possess a range of adaptive phenotypic re-

4). In general, fruit number and mean weight

sponses to different light environments. Note that

were negatively correlated within genotypes (r =

despite the rarity of low light conditions at the

-0.355 across environments). Although, as with

Pond site, genotypes from this population ex-

the Circle plants, reaction norms for mean in-

hibited equally pronounced functional adjust-

dividual fruit weight were roughly parallel across

ments to low light as those from the very het-

the light range, Pond genotypes differed signifi-

erogeneous Circle site (fig. 1A,B).

cantly in mean fruit weight only at the high light
treatment (fig. 3K).

Because low light severely limits photosyn-

thetic rate per unit of leaf area, plant growth can

be sustained only by compensatory increases in
DISCUSSION

the amount of photosynthetically active surface

This study demonstrates several ways in which

area per unit of plant biomass, that is, by en-

the flexibility and complexity of individual de-

hanced light interception (Fitter and Hay 1981).

velopment may interact with environmental

Such increases occurred in Polygonum genotypes

variability to minimize genotypic fitness differ-

grown at low light as a result of several alloca-

entials and thus allow genetic diversity to be

tional and morphogenetic changes. First, pro-

maintained. The discussion addresses two major

portional biomass allocation to leaves ("leaf

questions: (1) Do the norms of reaction expressed

weight ratio," sensu Evans 1972) increased near-

by Polygonum genotypes represent adaptive re-

ly twofold from 100% to 377% light and threefold

sponses to variation in light intensity, and there-

from 100% to 8% light in all genotypes (figs. 4,

fore permit individual genotypes to tolerate a

5). Such sustained production of particular tis-

range of light environments? (2) What are the

sues under resource limitation may result from

patterns of genetic diversity for growth charac-

different sensitivities to growth substances under

ters across a range of light environments, and

diverse environmental conditions (Trewavas

how do these patterns of diversity relate to dif-

1986). This higher leaf proportion at low light

ferences in individual fitness?

was associated with reduced allocation to both

Phenotypic Plasticity in
Response to Light
All of the phenotypic variation expressed by

fruit and stem tissue (figs. 4, 5). Shade-evoked

decreases in stem and reproductive proportions
also accompany increased leaf allocation in sev-

eral other herbaceous species (Clough et al. 1979b;

individual genotypes in different environments

Ashmun et al. 1985; Grime et al. 1986). In such

cannot be assumed to represent adaptive plas-

cases, reduced fruit allocation may follow from

ticity (Schmalhausen 1949; Stearns 1982; Taylor

the commitment of a limited number of meri-

and Aarssen 1988), here defined as phenotypic

stems as vegetative rather than reproductive

response to an environment that enhances plant

shoots (Watson and Casper 1984). Root propor-

function and therefore fitness in that environ-

tion remained consistently about 10% in all light

ment (Sultan 1987). Phenotypic responses to

treatments (figs. 4, 5), suggesting that uptake and

suboptimal environmental circumstances si-

mechanical support requirements may vary in

multaneously reflect both growth limits, which

constant proportion to total plant biomass when

are due to low resource levels, and developmen-

water and nutrients are in ample supply. How-

tal flexibility that enhances resource availability.

ever, the ratio of root to leaf biomass decreased

The interpretation of phenotypic response to light

sharply in plants grown at moderate and low light

intensity must take into account this interplay

(figs. 2H, 3H), which accords with decreased

between growth limits and adaptive plasticity.

transpirational demands (Bjorkman et al. 1972;

Because photosynthesis and therefore plant

see also Boutin and Morisset 1988).

growth depend directly on available light energy,

The ratio of photosynthetic surface area to plant

they decrease sharply in all Polygonum genotypes

biomass depends on leaf structure as well as on

grown at reduced light intensities (figs. 2A,B,D,I,J;

allocation of biomass to leaves. Specific leaf area

3A,B,D,I,J). However, all genotypes from both

(SLA) describes the within-leaf distribution of

populations in the study also expressed a number

tissue: increased SLA at low light implies not
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TABLE 4. Pond population: genotypic differences within light treatments. Genotypes shown ranked by character
value within each light treatment; those joined by a vertical line do not differ at a probability of < 0.05. Below
these, F values and probability levels are given from ANOVA for genotype effect within each treatment; boldface
vertical line indicates that the genotype term is not significant (P - 0.05). Details in the Methods section.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS TOTAL BIOMASS TOTAL LEAF AREA TOTAL LEAF NUMBER

8% 3 7% looQ% A p% 3% ID- 8% 37 I-% 2 UA LQQ%
8
5
7
14
9
7
14
9
7
19
19
7
3
14
5
19
11
3
19
8
5
14
9
5
14
11
9
10
6
14
10
11
9
6
14
9
11
9
14
6
14
9
6
3
3
3
6
3
7
3
19
3
3
5
3
14
14
10
3
19
19
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
11
8
11
8
5
10
10
9
19
11
7
19
8
7
7
14
9
19
3
7
7
19
9
7
19
9
8
10
6
7
6
11
10
10
5
10
6
5
5
11

10

6

11

5

5

6

11

5

10

11

10

6

F 1.32 2.12 0.83 1.54 2.68 1.21 2.21 2.54 2.04 2.54 2.41 1.87
P .257 .058 .596 .164 .014 .315 .040 .019 .057 .019 .025 .081

MEAN LEAF SIZE SPECIFIC LEAF AREA LEAF AREA RATIO ROOT: LEAF RATIO
8%

37%

100%

8%

37%

100%

8%

37%

100%

8%

37%

100%

14
8
11
19
8
5
19
8
5
5
6
19
8
11
3
14
7
9
8
7
9
9
14
8
3
3
14
8
19
19
5
3
7
11
9
10
9
6
7
5
5
10
10
19
6
8
7
3
6
9
6
6
10
7
3
10
3
7
10
14

10

14

7

7

19

9

5

10

7

9

3

14

10

10

11
I5
8
3
5
119
19

6

14

3

6

11

5

14

11

7

19

6

10

9

9
8
11
11
11
11
6
14
9
6
8

19

3

14

11

11

14

19
10

8

3
5

9

6

5
7

F 2.74 8.85 2.71 1.02 3.12 1.67 0.83 2.09 1.57 2.66 0.49 1.66
P .013 .000 .013 .441 .005 .123 .593 .050 .154 .015 .876 .127

FRUIT BIOMASS FRUIT NUMBER MEAN FRUIT WEIGHT
8% 37% 100% 8%L 37A Lau 8% 37% 100
19
9
7
19
9
7
10
9
8
10
19
9
16
19
19
8
5
9
6
6
14
8
6
3
14
14
14
3
5

14
11

8

10

7

3

14
9

11

19
5
5
11

8

3

5

7

8

10

9

11

10

6

14
11

3

10

3

14

7

8

9
11
11
9

14
5

5

7

3

6

10

19

5

8

10
5
8
10
11

7

6

19

11

6

7

3

7

3

6

19

F 1.63 1.10 1.45 3.88 1.14 1.54 1.67 1.86 3.22
P .138 .380 .198 .002 .357 .163 .132 .085 .004

only a relative increase in leaf surface area, but

(references in Evans 1972; Fitter and Hay 1981;

also a number of underlying anatomical and bio-

Sultan 1990).

chemical changes that enhance the light-har-

The joint outcome of leaf biomass proportion

vesting efficiency of leaf tissue under conditions

and SLA is the leaf-area ratio (LAR), leaf area

of low photon-flux density (Hiesey et al. 1971;

per unit of plant biomass. This relative capacity

Bjdrkman et al. 1972; Osmond et al. 1980). All

for light interception has been shown in numer-

genotypes of both Polygonum populations in-

ous cases to be of primary importance to plant

creased SLA nearly twofold at 37%, and two and

growth under low light (Potter and Jones 1977;

one-half- to threefold at 8% light relative to that

Gross 1989). In most species, the increase in

at 100% light (figs. 2F, 3F). Striking SLA increas-

LAR at low light is roughly similar to the change

es under reduced light have been reported for

in SLA, since leaf proportion changes are slight

numerous species; this has long been recognized

or even negative; indeed allocation to leaves is

as a very flexible aspect of the plant phenotype

assumed to be relatively inflexible (Bjorkman
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FIG. 4. Proportional biomass allocation for ten Circle genotypes at three light levels. Root, stem, leaf, reproductive support, and fruit biomass presented as proportions of total plant biomass; means of six replicates.

1980; Fitter and Hay 1981; Hunt 1982). Since

light, and seven- to ninefold at 8% light, com-

Polygonum genotypes steeply increase both SLA

pared with LAR at full sunlight (figs. 2G, 3G).
Allocational and morphogenetic flexibility thus

and leaf proportion in diminished light, LAR
increases dramatically: three- to fourfold at 37%

combine to afford these genotypes remarkable
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FIG. 5. Proportional biomass allocation for ten Pond genotypes at three light levels. Root, stem, leaf, repro-

ductive support, and fruit biomass presented as proportions of total plant biomass.

plasticity in the relative amount of light-captur-

difficult to interpret, because the number of leaves

ing surface displayed under different light inten-

diminishes sharply as light intensity, and there-

sities.

fore plant size, decreases. By separating total leaf

Absolute changes in total leaf area are more

area into leaf number and mean leaf size, it is
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possible to assess the extent to which morpho-

decline in photosynthetic rate per unit of leaf area

logical flexibility in leaf development can miti-

at 37% light was more than offset by a tripling

gate the reduction in leaf number dictated by low

in LAR: RPE actually doubled at 37% compared

light conditions. In all genotypes, the approxi-

with the rate at full sun. At 8% light, increases

mately 15% reduction in leaf number at mod-

in LAR balanced the 800/o-90% drop in photo-

erate (37%) light was offset by a marked increase

synthetic rate, so that RPE remained 940/o-105?%

in leaf size (45% in Circle and 24% in Pond plants;

of that at full sun. Similar patterns of LAR over-

cf. figs. 2D,E; 3D,E). Because of this morpho-

compensation at moderate light were found in

logical overcompensation, total leaf areas were

Impatiens parviflora (Evans and Hughes 1961),

actually greater at 37% than at 100% light, al-

Fragaria vesca (Chabot 1978), Geum urbanum

though plant biomass was reduced by two-thirds

(cited in Hunt 1982), and Abutilon theophrasti

(figs. 2B,C; 3B,C). In contrast, no genotype pro-

(Rice and Bazzaz 1989b). The well-documented

duced larger leaves at 8% light than at 37%, so

phenotypic flexibility of such annual species may

the reduction in leaf number at very low light

thus reflect high degrees of adaptive plasticity to

did result in sharply reduced total leaf area (figs.

varying light conditions.

2C-E; 3C-E). This may reflect a biomechanical

The environmental gradient created in this ex-

limit to the size of extremely thin leaves such as

periment encompassed virtually the full breadth

those produced at very low light (D. Ackerly pers.

of light conditions encountered in temperate

comm. 1990), or alternatively this extreme en-

habitats. Unlike most controlled studies of light

vironment may impose metabolic limits on cell

response, the high light level in this experiment

division and/or expansion. The diversity of re-

was well above light saturation for the species,

sponse among Circle plants in mean leaf size

and close to full natural sunlight. The lowest

suggests the possibility of such a threshold effect

treatment was particularly limiting because there

in this character.

were no occasional flecks of high light as would

All genotypes in both populations were able

occur in a naturally shaded microsite. It is strik-

to maintain a positive carbon balance at very

ing, then, that every genotype of both Polygonum

low light as well as to exploit high levels of light

populations was able to accommodate the entire

energy by means of sharp increases in photosyn-

light range: all survived and produced viable

thetic rate (figs. 2A, 3A). Such physiological re-

progeny in every treatment, including the ex-

sponse breadth is typical of early successional

tremely low (8%) light level (8% and 37% prog-

plants, which generally encounter extremely

eny showed no reduction in the percentage of

variable light conditions (Bazzaz 1979; Bazzaz

germination or seedling growth rate; S. Sultan in

and Carlson 1982). As discussed above, plant

prep.).

growth in low light conditions can only be sus-

It is not possible to empirically test the con-

tained by increases in leaf allocation and size that

tribution of a particular character state toward

offset the inevitable, severe reduction in

the maintenance of reproductive fitness, because

photosynthetic rate. The extent to which these

other aspects of the phenotype cannot be held

opposing trends balance one another can be

constant. Neither can entire phenotypes elicited

roughly estimated by calculating the relative

by different treatments be compared under uni-

photosynthetic efficiency (RPE) of each genotype

form conditions, as transferred plants immedi-

as follows (respiration per gram of biomass is

ately begin phenotypic adjustment (Evans 1972;

assumed constant across light levels; Evans and

Rice and Bazzaz 1989a). Statistical attempts to

Hughes 1961; Wulff 1987):

identify the contribution of a particular response

RPE = (photosynthetic rate per unit area)
* (specific leaf area)

* (leaf proportion of biomass)
= (mg C02/cm2 s)(cm2 leaf/g leaf)
* (g leaf/g total plant)
= mg C02/g plant tissue s
In Polygonum genotypes, developmental plastic-

to fitness are swamped by the strong positive

correlations of favorable light conditions with

reproductive output (the "silver spoon" effect;
Grafen 1988; see Geber 1990 and references).
Thus, a causal relationship cannot be established

between the specific phenotypic modifications
that occurred in Polygonum genotypes grown at

reduced light levels, and the maintenance of re-

ity effectively counteracted the reductions in

productive fitness. Nonetheless, these data clear-

photosynthetic rate that occurred at both mod-

ly demonstrate that the high plasticity of P. per-

erate and very low light (fig. 6). The one-third

sicaria genotypes in characters relating to light
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capture and use is associated with the ability of
those genotypes to tolerate an extremely broad

range of light environments. To the extent that

>- 1.0
z
w

phenotypic plasticity permits individual adap-

tation to various environments, it constitutes an

o 0.8

evolutionary alternative to genetically based en-

W E

vironmental specialization (Bradshaw and Hard-

z

wick 1989; Sultan 1992).

0

z - 0.6 -

1- 0.4-

Patterns of Genetic Diversity for

Norms of Reaction to Light
In certain characters, all genotypes within each
population shared a uniform norm of reaction.
In other words, genotypes did not differ signifi-

0.2

I-I

0.0
I
8% 37%

cantly in these traits at any point on the light
gradient, so that their norms of reaction overlapped completely. Uniform environmental response by diverse genotypes has been termed

100%

LIGHT LEVEL

FIG. 6. Relative photosynthetic efficiency, population
means ? 2 standard errors at three light levels. Open
circles, Circle population; triangles, Pond population.

"6plastic convergence": the ability of different ge-

Means based on per-plant means (N = 60) calculated

notypes to express a similar, appropriate phe-

as: (photosynthetic rate) x (specific leaf area) x (leaf
biomass proportion).

notype in response to a particular environmental
stress (Sultan 1987; Levin 1988). Although they
differed significantly in most other growth characters, Polygonum genotypes from both popu-

differed significantly in all other traits measured

lations shared convergent norms of reaction for

(Sultan and Bazzaz 1993a). Both the light and

photosynthetic rate (tables 3, 4; figs. 2A, 3A).

moisture experiment results support the view that

Uniform responses to different light levels in

such plastic convergence may be particularly

photosynthetic rate (as well as chlorophyll con-

common in characters that contribute directly to

tent and SLA) were also found in 29 of 30 So-

functional adjustment to environment. Circle ge-

lanum genotypes studied by Clough et al. (1 979a).

notypes grown on a nutrient gradient converged

Convergent norms of reaction for a genetically

in root-to-shoot ratio at low and moderate nu-

complex, environmentally dependent physiological character central to fitness, such as photo-

trient treatments but differed significantly at ample and excessive nutrient levels (Sultan and Baz-

synthetic rate in plants, may evolve under selec-

zaz 1993b). Likewise, cultivated Phaseolus

tion for maximal performance under directly

varieties (Gerloff 1976) and Plantago individuals

limiting conditions. Similarly, convergent pat-

from different macronutrient habitats (Lotz and

terns of stomatal response to moisture conditions

Blom 1986) produced equal root-to-shoot ratios

have been found among both genotypes (Begg

in low-nutrient conditions but diverged at high

and Turner 1976) and populations from drasti-

levels of nutrients. If root-to-shoot ratio is an

cally contrasting habitats (Roy and Mooney

important determinant of fitness under nutrient

1982), and convergent norms of reaction for de-

limitation but not when nutrients are abundant,

velopmental rate were found for morphologically

this pattern of greater phenotypic convergence

diverse genotypes of Drosophila pseudoobscura
(Gupta and Lewontin 1982).

at low nutrient levels may be common in natural

Pond genotypes also shared convergent re-

vergence may reflect the variable selective im-

sponse norms for specific leaf area, LAR and root-

portance of different functional characters under

to-leaf ratio (fig. 3F-H). Genotypes in this pop-

various conditions.

populations. Thus, the occurrence of plastic con-

ulation thus responded virtually identically to

Where Polygonum norms of reaction differed,

variation in light in the characters most directly

they were not parallel (consistently higher or low-

related to functional adjustment to light level.

er) but either crossed (i.e., reversed in relative

When grown in a range of soil-moisture levels,

rank from one light treatment to another) or dif-

genotypes within both populations converged

fered significantly in certain environments but

completely in norms of reaction for root-biomass

responded identically in others. Such changes in

allocation and root-to-shoot ratio, although they

the direction and magnitude of genetic differ-
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ences between environments are a critical aspect

which directly influence plant function, survival,

of genotype-environment interaction (see dis-

and ultimately reproductive output (see Vrba and

cussion in Sultan and Bazzaz 1993a). Genotypes

Gould 1986). As a result of phenotypic plasticity

of the Circle population illustrate the former pat-

in functionally important traits, genotypes may

tern: those with the poorest vegetative growth at

express similar adaptations to environr-ental

very low light produced more biomass at high

conditions, as discussed above. Furthermore, to

light (table 3; Results section). Similarly, Pond

the extent that genotypes differ in particular traits,

genotypes with relatively high leaf number and

those differences may be negatively correlated so

total leaf area in certain treatments were rela-

as to preclude differences in higher-level traits.

tively low in others (table 4; fig. 3C,D). In the

The results of this study demonstrate that diverse

latter type of pattern, the response of a particular

underlying character states may indeed balance

genotype was distinct at one or two light levels

to result in equivalent fitnesses. In this way char-

but indistinguishable from others elsewhere on

acter interaction can render genetic diversity for

the light gradient. In such cases, genetic variation

growth characteristics unavailable to selection.

itself varied with environment. For example, one

This argument is fully developed by Antonovics

of the Pond genotypes (P 19) produced a signif-

(1976) and Via and Lande (1985) in terms of

icantly greater number of fruit than others at very

"negative genetic correlations" among traits that

low light, but all genotypes produced equal num-

contribute to fitness (see also Crespi 1990; Con-

bers of fruit at both moderate and high light (ta-

ner and Via 1993 and references). Antonovics

ble 4). In general, genotypes of both populations

suggests that the high genetic variability of plant

were more phenotypically similar at 100% light

populations for phenotypically expressed traits

than at the two reduced light levels (tables 3, 4).

It is well known (though often ignored) that

is largely due to the limits such character correlations impose on selection.

the relative amount ofgenetic variance estimated

In both Polygonum populations, genotypes dif-

in a population depends on the environments

fered in many underlying characters (see signif-

considered as well as the genotypic sample (Har-

icant genotype and/or genotype-by-light inter-

berd 1957; Steel and Torrie 1960; Feldman and

action terms, tables 1 and 2), but produced

Lewontin 1976). These data amply demonstrate

equivalent total fruit biomass at every light level

both this fact and the equally critical point that

(tables 3, 4). Thus, a particular level of repro-

the relative magnitude of genetic differences also

ductive fitness can be achieved by diverse ge-

varies among phenotypic characters. Arguments

notypes, each with a unique set of developmental

about variation available to selection should be

responses and constraints. For example, the ab-

based on characters that contribute to fitness and

solute reproductive output of an individual plant

not on other aspects of the phenotype that are

depends jointly on its total biomass and the pro-

assumed to mark genetic diversity. For this rea-

portion of that biomass that is allocated to re-

son evolutionary biologists should determine with

production. At very low light, Circle genotypes

care which characters to study, rather than sim-

2, 7, 8, 9, and 12 had poor vegetative growth

ply measure a convenient set of morphological

and produced less total biomass than the other

traits.

five genotypes in the population (table 3; Results

section). However, since they also had higher
Character Interaction and Individual Fitness
All aspects of the phenotype jointly determine

allocation to fruit tissue (contrast significant at
P < 0.01 according to Scheffe's test), they pro-

the functional "fitness" of the individual to its

duced the same total fruit biomass and number

environment (Mooney and Chiariello 1984) and,

as the other genotypes (table 3).

ultimately, its reproductive output, its fitness in

Characters are not all equally flexible; fur-

the evolutionary sense. Growth characters such

thermore, particular characters may be con-

as photosynthetic rate or number and size of

strained in certain genotypes and flexible in oth-

plant organs are the complex products of nu-

ers (see Lechowicz and Blais 1988). An important

merous underlying events and processes. Such

aspect of plasticity may be its role within the

characters likewise interact to produce higher-

phenotype in balancing constrained responses

level aspects of the phenotype, such as total leaf

through flexibility in functionally related char-

area and whole-plant carbon assimilation. Ge-

acters. For instance, two Pond genotypes have

notypes possess differential fitnesses only to the

relatively inflexible leaf size (fig. 3E). These ge-

extent that they differ phenotypically at levels

notypes are not however limited to "sun" or
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"4shade" leaves in the different light treatments,

ferences in leaf number [coefficients for genetic

since their norms of reaction for SLA act to offset

correlations of leaf number and mean size based

these size constraints: Pond 19 has small leaves

on genotype means across treatments were

in all treatments but relatively high SLA; Pond

-0.793 (Circle) and -0.463 (Pond)]. Leaf num-

14 has consistently large leaves but, at high light

ber and size also correlated negatively in Circle

where thin leaves might be maladaptive, low SLA

population genotypes grown on a moisture gra-

(table 4). Plasticity in leaf structure may thus

dient (r = -0.610) and at excessive nutrient lev-

compensate functionally in these genotypes for

els (r = -0.820); correlations were weaker when

reduced plasticity in leaf size. A second example

genotypes did not differ significantly in leaf size
(Sultan and Bazzaz 1993a,b). Note however that

involves the interaction of photosynthetic rate
and total leaf area, on both of which total plant

for a given set of genotypes, such correlations

carbon gain depends. The Pond genotype with

vary with environment. For example, because

the lowest total leaf area at 37% light had the

five of the Circle genotypes produced fewer and

highest photosynthetic rate at that treatment (ta-

smaller leaves at very low light, at this treatment

ble 4; although genotype means did not differ

the genetic correlation was highly positive (r =

significantly, when treated as a planned com-

+0.925). Thus correlations among growth char-

parison the contrast of this genotype with all oth-

acters are not the inevitable consequences of

ers was significant at P < 0.05). A similar result

either genotype or development. Such correla-

was found in a comparison of Phleum alpinum

tions are sensitive not only to changes in gene

ecotypes (Callaghan and Lewis 1971). When

frequency (Mitchell-Olds and Rutledge 1986) but

grown under uniform conditions, these ecotypes

to the precise conditions in which phenotypes

"achieved similar growth rates in different ways":

are expressed (Lechowicz and Blais 1988).

the population with lower leaf-area ratio had a

Although differences among genotypes in mean

higher net photosynthetic rate per unit of area,

fruit weight were less pronounced than those in

and vice versa. Here, too, the same outcome with

leaf size, most genotypes tended to consistently

respect to fitness was achieved by different com-

produce relatively large or small achenes (table

binations of constrained and plastic characters

1). However, as a result of generally negative

in different genotypes.

genetic correlations with fruit number (coeffi-

In contrast to the crossing and convergent norm

cients from -0.517 to +0.222 depending on

of reaction arrays for other growth characters

population and treatment), total fruit biomass

across the light gradient, in general both Pond

did not differ among genotypes in either popu-

and Circle genotypes tended to produce rela-

lation within any light treatment. For example,

tively large or small leaves and fruits in all light

at very low light, genotype Pond 19 produced

treatments (cf. highly significant genotype terms,

relatively small fruits, but also a greater number

table 1). At the level at which these size char-

of fruits, so that its total fruit output was statis-

acters might influence fitness, however, they ap-

tically indistinguishable from that of other Pond

pear to be balanced by negatively correlated dif-

genotypes (table 4). Related genotypes grown on

ferences in organ number. For example, genotype

a moisture gradient differed more strongly in

Circle 4 produced significantly larger leaves than

mean fruit weight, and showed even stronger

most or all other Circle genotypes at every light

negative correlations of fruit size and number (r

level (table 3). Here, then, was a case (the only

= -0.421 for Circle genotypes and -0.815 for

one found in this study) of a genotype expressing

Pond genotypes; Sultan and Bazzaz 1993a).

a consistently different phenotype-a higher,

Thus, Polygonum genotypes tended to produce

parallel, norm of reaction (fig. 2E)-which would
presumably be available to selection. With re-

either many, slightly lighter fruits, or fewer,

spect to fitness in the functional sense, however,

somewhat heavier fruits. Propagule number and
mean weight were also negatively correlated

the salient character would be not the size of

among genotypes of Oenothera biennis grown on

individual leaves, but the total leaf area of the

a density gradient (Kromer and Gross 1987) and

plant. Although Circle 4 produced large leaves,

siblings of Xanthium strumarium grown at a range

it also produced relativelyfew leaves (table 3; fig.

of moisture and nutrient levels (Lechowicz ahd

2D), so that it did not differ from other genotypes

Blais 1988; additional references in Venable

in total leaf area (table 3). Differences in mean

1992). Such differences have been described in

leaf size among genotypes of both population's

comparisons of species that "absorb stress" in

tended to be offset by negatively correlated dif-

one or the other component of reproductive out-
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put (Marshall et al. 1986). These alternatives do

order of magnitude, even at very small spatial

not necessarily constitute different levels of fit-

scales. In the present study, the magnitude of

ness. Although propagule mass has been posi-

differences resulting from light treatment was

tively correlated with adult fitness components

greater than that resulting from genotype in all

in numerous cases (e.g., Stanton 1984a; Mazer

characters (mean squares from 5 to 860 times as

1987; Schmitt and Ehrhardt 1990), larger seeds

large, table 1). Note that additive genetic vari-

are not advantageous under all conditions (Stan-

ation for a character contributing to individual

ton 1984b; Venable and Brown 1988). Thus,

fitness can persist in populations if the expression

variation in seed weight can operate by analogy

of that character is simultaneously influenced by

to genetic polymorphism in affording plants di-

environmental factors (Price et al. 1988; Alatalo

verse ways to reproduce successfully (Jain 1979;

et al. 1990). Because of the highly heterogeneous

Cavers and Steel 1984). Moreover, the mean

and fluctuating nature of light availability in nat-

weight as well as number of propagules produced

ural habitats, these effects of light environment

by Polygonum individuals was even more

are a particularly important source of fitness

strongly affected by light treatment than by ge-

variation in plant populations.

notype (table 1). Such strong environmental efCONCLUSIONS

fects on propagule size are known to occur in

many species (reviewed in Schaal 1984; Roach

Light is an element of the plant environment

and Wulff 1987). Finally, the nitrogen concen-

that critically affects growth and fitness, yet ex-

tration as well as the weight of propagules may

hibits minimal spatial and temporal constancy

vary with environment, and different genotypes

(Bazzaz 1979; Gross 1986). Plant genotypes might

may "absorb" nitrogen limitation by reducing

therefore be expected to have evolved greater

either trait to produce fruits of identical nitrogen

plasticity in response to diverse light conditions

content (Sultan and Bazzaz 1993b). Because ni-

than to discretely distributed environmental

trogen content is a key aspect of seed provision-

variation (Sultan 1987). Individual Polygonum

ing, such compensatory interactions may also re-

genotypes can indeed give rise to diverse adap-

duce the importance of genetic and environmental

tive phenotypes under different light levels. Such

effects on mean fruit weight for the actual quality

plasticity permits individual adaptation in two

of progeny.

ways: by allowing one genotype to express dif-

Although Polygonum genotypes did not differ

ferent phenotypes as required in different envi-

in reproductive output, enormous, consistent re-

ronments, and by allowing different genotypes to

productive fitness differentials did occur between

converge on a single phenotype appropriate to a

light levels (table 1). Mean total fruit biomass of

particular environment (Wright 1980). Both as-

plants grown at 8% light was as little as one-

pects of plasticity evidently contribute to the re-

eighth of 1% of that of the same genotype grown

markable environmental tolerance shown by

at 100% light; the mean within-genotype reduc-

these genotypes, which were all able to survive

tion was 99.7% (see figs. 21, 31). Such profound

and reproduce across an extreme range of light

environmental effects on plant fitness are very

levels.

well documented, and have been shown in many

These norm of reaction data provide several

cases to persist over several generations (re-

insights into the nature of genetic diversity in

viewed in Bazzaz and Sultan 1987). In fact, dif-

these populations and its relation to fitness dif-

ferences between naturally occurring genotypes

ferences. In the case of certain complex physio-

are inevitably confounded to some extent with

logical characters, genetically diverse individuals

past variation in maternal-plant environment

expressed similar, appropriate phenotypes. To

(Stanton 1984b; Tonsor 1989). Narrow-sense

the extent that Polygonum genotypes differed

heritabilities for fitness characters are consis-

phenotypically, these differences were not con-

tently low or zero in both plant and animal spe-

sistent but rather varied in magnitude and di-

cies studied; environmental effects on plant

rection among light levels. Moreover, differences

growth and reproduction are typically far greater

among genotypes in characters such as organ

in magnitude than genotypic differences (Sultan

number and size were negatively correlated so

1987, 1990). For example, Stratton (1992) found

as to offset one another. Such character inter-

that environmental components of variance for

actions may shield genetic differences for under-

fitness-related traits in Erigeron annuus exceed-

lying phenotypic characters by producing con-

ed genetic variance components by at least an

vergence in characters that more directly
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determine fitness. Indeed, reproductive fitness
differences among genotypes were completely
absent from both populations, either within any
light treatment or averaged overall. This result

is particularly interesting since it clearly does not

derive from a lack of genetic variability in either

population, but rather suggests variability maintained in a "state of poise" (Wright 1931). Selective arguments are often founded on differences among genotypes in easily measured

constituent traits such as plant height or total
biomass. Because of interactions among characters, however, such differences cannot be simply extrapolated to differences in survival or re-

productive fitness. Even an environmentally
constant difference among genotypes in a functionally important aspect of the phenotype may
be unavailable to selection. The very complexity
of morphogenesis may blunt selection on particular aspects of the phenotype that jointly contribute to fitness.

Although genotypes shared equivalent reproductive fitnesses within each light environment,
the effect of light level on reproductive fitness
was extremely dramatic. When the environmental variability that gives rise to fitness differentials is randomly distributed with respect to ge-

ronmental variance and genetic response. American Naturalist 135:464-471.

Antonovics, J. 1976. The nature of limits to natural
selection. Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden
63:221-247.

Arnold, S. J. 1983. Morphology, performance, and
fitness. American Zoologist 23:347-361.
Ashmun, J. W., R. L. Brown, and L. F. Pitelka. 1985.
Biomass allocation in Aster acuminatus: Variation
within and among populations over 5 years. Canadian Journal of Botany 63:2035-2043.
Ayres, M. P., and D. L. Thomas. 1990. Alternative
formulations of the mixed-model anova applied to
quantitative genetics. Evolution 44:221-226.
Baker, H. G. 1974. The evolution of weeds. Annual
Review of Ecology and Systematics 5:1-24.
Bazzaz, F. A. 1979. The physiological ecology of plant
succession. Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 10:351-371.

Bazzaz, F. A., and R. W. Carlson. 1982. Photosynthetic acclimation to variability in the light environment of early and late successional plants. Oecologia 54:313-316.

Bazzaz, F. A., and S. R. Morse. 1991. The response
of annual plants to multiple stresses. Pp. 283-299
in W. Winner, E. Pell, and H. A. Mooney, eds. The
response of plants to multiple stresses. Academic
Press, San Diego, Calif.

Bazzaz, F. A., and S. E. Sultan. 1987. Ecological vari-

ation and the maintenance of plant diversity. Pp.
69-93 in K. M. Urbanska, ed. Differentiation patterns in higher plants. Academic Press, London.

notype, as is the case for available light, more

Begg, J. E., and N. C. Turner. 1976. Crop water deficits. Advances in Agronomy 28:161-215.

subtle genotypic differences that may exist within

Bj6rkman, 0. 1980. Responses to different quantum

a population will be unavailable to selection (Sultan 1987).

flux densities. Pp. 57--107 in A. Pirson and M. H.

Zimmerman, eds. Encyclopedia of plant physiology, vol. 12A. Springer, Berlin.
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